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Photo: President Denis Clark at
the 1996 Convention.
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Probably many of you reading this will
be surprised to find that I'm the new TA
President, if you hadn't heard already.
For those who may not have met me, my
Nunnian dates are DS69 CB72 TA73.
I'm an engineer a t the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory in Idaho Falls,
where I do research in process control,
mostly forweldingprocesses. Like many
Westerners over the years, I had felt
some of the isolating tendency of living
awav from the East Coast, and had
gradually faded out of the Association
picture over several years. I was drawn
back in by a need for Custodians a
couple of years ago, however. Although
not a job I'd considered serving in earlier in my TA career, in the course of
attending the quarterly meetings I got
to know some of the younger TA members and rediscovered, through the informal flow of TA and House news via
the Custodians, a lot more about the
resent-dav Association.
TA has, by design, a weak presidency, a n d a strong orientation towards
making important decisions only a t
Convention. Thus, in some sense, a geographically isolated person such as
myself can fit the job nearly a s well as
someone nearer the Association's demographic center. I'm finding the most
rewarding thing about being TA president is that, in trying to bridge these
gaps and bring people into the common
effort, there's a chance to talk a t some
length with many people I otherwise
wouldn't, and, in some cases, (partly
because I'd taken a low profile for my
middle Telluride years), had never really known. This fall, in particular, I've
had occasion to travel on several errands for the Association. I'd llke to
take this opportunity to mention some
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of my impressions from this travel in
the context of t h e ongoing TA programs
it supports.

Cornell Branch
In October, I visited Telluride
House for my fal!. visit, which was to
include a discussion of the Purpose and
Plan of Telluride Association. After two
or three years of problematic Branches,
to which, because I was dealing more
directly with the financial side-of the
Association, I had not paid special attention, I was not sure what to expect.
I was pleasantly surprised to find a
smallish (20),youngish, butvery friendly
a n d curious House, t h a t is consciously
making progress towards the kind of
Nunnian community that few Houses
actually become.
I happened tovisit the weekend of
Autumn Preferment Committee (APC),
where TASPers from the '96 summer
programs are offered House preferment,
a n d s a t in on t h e meeting for a couple of
hours. Some of the discussions about
the canddates, and about the proper
criteria for preferment, were very sophisticated, a n d I was especially impressedby the facility with which housemembers could firmly disagree on principles, while retaining a basic personal
respect and a sensitivity toothers' strong
feelings.
I also attended a housemeeting on
Sunday evening. House President Joe
Arias (SP93 CB94) gave an excellent
speech setting out his views on the
purpose of the House and t h e direction
i t w a s headed, andought to head. There
i s a consciousness, generally shared,
that although House social and political
life is sound (especially compared with
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Houses of the past couple of years), the
intellectual life seems to be functioning
a t a lower intensity. This is not to say
intellectual interchange is nonexistent-seminars and public speaking occur a n d are appreciated-but
people
sense a lack, especially on a n informal
level, a n d want to cultivate it. Most
former housemembers would agree, I
think, t h a t any House is pretty lucky if
it turns out to be a civil place with the
widely sharedgoal of enhancingits own
intellectual life. If TA
Presidents ran for re-election, and I were running,
I'd try to take credit for i t ,
but in fact, it's sort of mysterious from a n Association perspective, a n d it's
the Branch itself t h a t deserves the credit.

for the Trust Fund. This plan, known a s
SIX, is seen a s a better way to assure
long-term real income for programs,
even given the increased volatility this
strategy produces, than trying to time
equity and debt markets. Partly because of the fairly steady rise i n equity
markets since the plan w a s implemented, the Trust Fund h a s now grown
to a respectable size. In combination
with reserves t h a t have been set aside
for a new Branch, i t is anticipated t h a t

Ann Arbor
New Branches have
always been difficult ventures for the Association.
Many readers of the Telluride Newsletterwill generally have had experience
mainly a t ~ o r n e l l i b ualso
t
Photo: Diane Thompson and Tom Hawks share
a t some of the other, relathoughts during Convention 1996.
tively recent BranchesPasadena, Berkeley, Chicago-r
a t Deep Springs, which cer- ourprojectedincome (fairly predictable
tainly isn't a Branch, but, a t least ge- because of the 30-year moving average
nealogically, isn't exactly not one, ei- t h a t now determines it) can maintain a
ther. After the many-Branched o r i g n s new Branch in approximately the style
of its founding, though, the Association of Cornell Branch.
After standing committee work
h a s generally returned to the TASPs
and the secondarv Branch a t Cornell a s and Convention discussions over the
i t s core programs. One of the problems past three or four years, which included
other recent Branches have facedis the the possibility of a new college (awomenprimacy of these core programs in the only or coeducational primary Branch),
face of finite. and sometimes severelv the 1996 Conventioncreated anew cornrestricted, financial resources. But enu- mittee with an auspicious name: the
thusiasm for such ventures seems to be Michigan Branch Implementation Combuilt into the membership, a n d new mittee (MBIC). It will purchase suitproposals
for them often resurface, usu- able property in Ann Arbor and investi.
ally after a decent interval h a s passed gate t h e possibility of operating one or
since the demise of the previous at- more TASPs a t UMin a year or two, a n d
tempt.
establish a Branch of Telluride AssociaThe question for any new Branch tion there, whose first members would
is whether we have the financial and take up residency around the fall of
human capital to succeed in it. About 2000. This is just the groundwork, of
five years ago, the Association deter- course. Wchigan sint tended to be simimined t h a t a 90% weighting in equities lar to, not a clone of, Cornell Branch,
combined with a very long-term income and its character will evolve in ways i t s
horizon was the best investment policy members determine
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The Michigan Branch effort drew
my Telluride travels a s president because a substantial p a r t of my business
travel is to the Detroit area. In the
second week of October, I joined MBIC
Chair Tom Hawks (SP85 CB86 TA87),
for a couple of days' visit in Ann Arbor.
1 was also able to make several local
Telluride connections a t other times,
including Stefanie Weigmann (SP78
CB79 TA81), Warren Rosenblum (DS83
CB85 TA87), a n d current UM History
Department faculty member
David Scobey (SP71). Dave
Porter (SP82 CB83 TA87) has
also recently arrived a t UM a s a
new faculty memberin the Comparative L i t e r a t u r e department. Tom a n d I also kept an
eye out for real estate: it's a
great feeling to blow into town
with a couple of million dollars
burning a Convention-authorized hole in your pocket. Alas,
neither of the houses next door
to Michigan's chapter of Delta
Upsilon looked suitable.

Deep Springs

1

During the 1995-96 academic
year, three women from Cornell
Branch spent the summer and
spring terms a t Deep Springs
a s visiting students. Some problems
arose during the visit, particularly during the spring term, which were mostly
rumors (with disastrous connotations)
in Ithaca around the time of the 1996
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Convention i n June, a n d which needed to be clarified and
addressed from a n institutional standpoint. Tlie spring
meeting of the Trustees of Deep Springs (TDS), originally
scheduled for May, h a d been postponed until July; TA was
represented a t t h a t meeting by Vice President Carol OwenLewis, who had a very enjoyable visit, a n d helped develop a
more detailed picture of what the situation h a d been during
the visiting program.
But a TDS meeting is not the ideal time to discuss TADS relations, since the Trustees and the student body have
other business to conduct. Carol a n d I had hoped to make a
joint trip, focusing on talking with the student body, later in
the summer, but schedules clashed. So I stopped off a t Deep
Springs in mid-September on my way to Detroit (not exactly
on the way, true, but the air fare via Las Vegas was actually
cheaper than a direct flight), a n d tried to meet a s many
students aspossible, talk to them about thevisitingprogram,
and inform them about Telluride Association and Cornell. I
returned again for the TDS meeting the first weekend in
October, the special topic ofwhich was the presentation of the
final design for the new student residence. Construction is
e x ~ e c t e dto commence soon, a n d looking- forward to that
project lent a very positive air to the gathering.
But the visiting program was the most current topic in
DS-TA relations, and occupied most of my time, mainly in
finding out what community members and Trustees h a d to
say about it. You may have seen the movie Rashomon, in
which the same momentous events are seen through
- various
eyes, and the concept of a single true version becomes
suspect. Though I felt the Deep Springs situation a t times to
be quite similar, gradually, making the rounds a t Deep
Springs, andeventually talkingwith twoof the CBTAvisitors
on my later trip to Ithaca, a time line emerged, and some of
the basic tensions and misunderstandings became a little
clearer.
People familiar with Deep Springs won't find it strange
that, a s a - ~ e Springer,
e ~
I wasparticularly welcome a t Deep
Springs, andinstantly felt very much a t home. It's not hard
to understand why this is so: the basic social recipe for the
Deep Springs experience h a s remained the same since its
founding, and, physically, i t changes remarkably little from
decade to decade. From the mountains on the horizon to the
surrounding desert, down to the individual sun-drenched
fence posts, boards, and rocks around the ranch, all the
senses instantly connect a returning Deep Springer to the
typically intense events of a deeply impressionable time in
his life. It's why alumni give so generously, and feelthey have
such a large stake in the way Deep Springs is run in the
present day. But it's also not h a r d to understand the obverse:
that various non-alumni find this bond-which is inherentlv
exclusive and tends to be immune to critical analysis-incomprehensible, or maddening, or both. Deep Springs can be a
tough, often impossible system to find a legitimate place in,
despite the strong attraction i t exerts.
Among the non-alumni who encounter Deep Springs
and must deal with this are, of course, the friends and
families of Deep Springers, about five-sixths of Telluride
Association (including all of i t s women members and almost
all of its recent presidents), and, i n particular, the recent
FALL 1996

News in Brief
1996 K e n y o n TASPers' H o m e on the WebKenyon 1996 TASPers ("Art a n d Authority in t h e
Modern World") have created a web site on their
s u m m e r experiences. T h e a d d r e s s is http://
www .kenyon.edu/projects/telluride/welcome.htm.

Stephen Bailey's L.L.Nunn: A Memoir still
available-Telluride's handsome 1993 reprinting
of the 1933 biography is available for $7 from the
Telluride Association office, 217 West Ave, Ithaca
NY 14850.

(Deep Springs Right Stuff: from left are Davy,
Marr, Rush, Sheridan, and Ohlinger.)
O h l i n g e r scrap book donated-Merle Ohlinger,
widow of TA alumnus Earl Ohlinger DS29 CB32
TA33, stopped by to deliver a scrapbook of photos
from Deep Springs i n the early 19301s,a s well a s
several CBTA and TA Convention photos. Included
a s well are architectural studies and blueprints for
several buildings Earl designed for Deep Springs,
but which were never built.
D a y s o f Yore--From the Cornell Daily Sun, May
31 1939: "Alpha Chi Rho, defending champions,
entered the finals of the intrafraternity softball
tournament yesterday by trouncing hitherto
undefeated Telluride, 15-9. For Telluride,
Collingwood pitched and Austin Kiplinger
caught ..."
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trip up the Hill from Telluride
House the next time anyone with
an interest in such things is in
Ithaca. The proximate cause for
my trip was a request from Bob
Aird (DS21 CB23 TA24), who has
finished the manuscript of a history of Deep Springs, and was
looking for a few specific photographs from that time so he can
send the package off for publication.
I think our archives are in good
hands, properly stored and secure, yet accessible to the appropriate people. The recent archival work t h e Association h a s
funded (carried out by Malinda
Allen, SP92 CB93) has resulted
in a much better index of what's
there, though there is much more
Photo: Telluride Association's Constitutional Convention at Olmsted, Utah
to do. It strikes me a s a particuon July 8, 1911. L.L. Nunn is to the right of the right-hand column.
larly timely project: few of the
earliest alumni remain to identify
some of the people and places in
visitors from Cornell Branch. On closer as well a s by the effects on the Branch these photos, of which more arrive at
inspection, actually, the visiting pro- of these members leaving it during the intervals from the families of those who
gram was not the disaster I had feared academic year. One could ask whether, have passed on. In addition to the
it was when I first heard about it. It under these conditions, there should photographs, there are of course many
wasn't perfect, it highlighted (rather even be such a reverse flow-whether
letters, papers, and other records, and
than caused, I think) less than perfect we're bucking a basically well conceived some occasionally truly strange artibehavior within the immehate commu- Nunnian construct by these efforts. Be- facts.
nity (both by the more traditional resi- cause Cornell Branch and the Deep
I live along the northern edge of
dents and by thevisitors), a n d i t hasleft Springs Student Body are self-govern- Nunn's original western territories, and
the extended Deep Springs community ing Nunnian entities, though, it should I've taken a couple of occasions to visit
with, a t a guess, a s many questions be they who determine the shape of any Olmsted and Bliss, both of which are
about its internal relations a s about its cooperative programs in the future, by only a few miles off interstate highways
relations with Telluride Association. internal debate with the guidance and and are very recognizable from old phoMost of these questions were pre-exist- support of the Association on the one tos. Many more of the smaller power
ing, in any case.
end and the Deep Springs administra- plants are doubtless nearly returned to
There will probably always be a tion and Trustees on the other. Prob- wilderness by now, are under the water
reasonable flow df Deep Springers into ably no other pool from which Deep behind subsequent dams, or have been
Telluride Branches and the Associa- Springs might decide to invite visitors replaced (Nunn had a good engineering
tion, so there will alwavs be a certain offers the positive opportunity for Deep sense for where to site power plants,
degree of Deep Springs awareness kept Springs that Telluride branchmembers and the renaissance of small hydropower
alive at Telluride. That's in keeping do, or offers the kind of sounding board has led to modernization of some of the
with the Primary Branch to Secondary needed to evaluate such programssame sites) or converted to other human
Branch flow of people, and hence infor- Telluride and Deep Springs are, for uses. One thing I'd like to do, in person
mation and tradition, that has, to a each other, the only other Nunnian a s much a s time allows, is to find some
greater or lesser degree, characterized places.
of these sites, talk to the locals about
the Association fromits beginnings. The
their subsequent history, and see, as an
reverse flow takes much more energy Nunn Archives
instance of the history of land use, how
andthought to maintain-n
both ends.
they presently relate to their locales. If
I had never been to the Lucien anyone who reads this cares to join the
This becomes apparent from experiments like the visiting program, and is Nunn archivesat Cornell'sOlin Library, adventure, let me know.
considerably complicated by the fact though after spending about three hours
Denis Clark, DS69 CB72 TA73
that Deep Springs is not coeducational, there (along with Brad Edmondson
901 Terry Drive
andthat interestedbranchmembers are (DS76 CB80 TA90) and Tim Hoekstra
Idaho Falls ID 83404
likely to be female (interested males (DS90 CB92 TA93), I foundmyselfwishhome-(208) 522-2238
will probably have considered applying ing I had a few spare months to burrow
dclark@snake.srv.net
to Deep Springs as traditional students), into it. I highly recommend the short
office-(208) 526-0746
lln@inel.gov
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DEEP SPRINGS
COLLEGE
FACULTY POSITIONS LISTED
Deep Springs College invites committed teachers to apply for positions for
the 1997-98 school year. Applicants
should be eager and able to teach henors-level ~OUrsesto highly motivated
undergraduates.
ONE YEAR APPOINTMENTS
(2~ositions)
renewable for up to s k y e a r s

WHAT ARE
BRANCHMEMBE
READING?
When the going gets tough, the tough
get ...reading. As the Ithaca days get
shorter and the weather gets wetter, we
asked housemembers toshare what they
were reading these days ...

Zach Herold, DS94 CB96, reports that
"this semester I'm trying to stay off
English a n d work on o t h e r
disciplines-Chinese, Yoruba, kungfu,
and observational geology." He's currently reading Zhuang Zi in Classical
Chinese.

Shelby Dietz, SP93 CB94, is reading
City of Dreadful Delight by Judith
Social Sciences and History- A P P ~ ~ -Walkowitz. Shelby reports that it is an Shawn Cole, CB96, is reading Duino
cants should have broadbackground in one "interesting study of the narratives of Elegies by Rainer Maria Rilke, calling it
or more of the following disciplines: An- sexual danger-hildprostitution, jack a "wondrous and meaningful commenthropology; Economics; History; Linguis- the ~ i ~ victorian
~ ~ ~~ ~- ~i ~l tary
~ on~human
d existence."
.
tics; Political Science; Sociology.
discusses urban exploration and tranScience and Math. Applicants should
Elina Mer, CB96, is heavily into the
have strong background in Life Sciencesor scendence of class boundaries as a male Russian playwrights for her Russian
bourgeois
activity'"
Physics, and broad knowledge of ChemisLiterature class, including Chekhov,
try or Mathematics.
Hugh De Ferranti, CBG96, is reading Gogol, Pushkin, and Turgenev. For fun
Benzaiten Slzinko to Zol~ushin,by she is polishing up on her Shakespeare,
HALF-SEMESTER AND SEMESTER
Sasama Yoshihiko. "The title trans- slowly moving through the sonnets.
APPOINTMENTS (6 positions)
lates a s 'The Cult of Benzaiten and
Popular Belief. Benzaiten is one of the Stan Koras, SP95 CB96, i s reading
Humanities: Comparative Literature;
"Seven Lucky Gods" of Japanese folk- Charles Bukowski's Factotum, which
English; Philosophy.
he argues contains one of the best antilore,
the
~~~~i~ L~~~~~~~ and ~
i
t
~ andis
~
~ only
t female
~ deity
~ among
~
As an avatar of Sarasvati, the heroes in modern literature.
~i~~ Arts: ~
~performing
~
kit s ; vi~ them.
;
Hindu godess of music andwisdom, she
sual Arts.
Science and Math: Astronomy; Geol- plays the biwa Oute), but out ofjealousy Tim Mitin, SP95 CB96 (and one of
ogy; ResourceManagement; anddisciplines seeks to destroy the spouses of all mu- three ex-Soviet pre-med freshmen in
the House this term), reports that he is
listed above.
sicians who worship her!"
Social Sciences and History: Discireading the Biology 105SurvivalManual
plines listed above.
Martha Case, SP95 CB96, is readingA by McFadden and Goodloe. "The title
Spy in the House of Love by Anais Nin reflects the importance of this book."
Deep Springs is a fully accredited and If ona Winter$ Niglzt a Traveler by
two-year college. Located in a remote ltalo calvlno, u ~ fyou really want to T A Associates! Do you have a book you
Californiavalley east of the Sierra Nevada treat yourself, these are both delicious just can'tput down? Care toshare it with
mountains, Deep Springs educates a select reads,, ,"
fellow Telluriders? Write or email the
group
- of -young
- men for lives of service.
title, with a one sentence blurb, to
Practical labor and student self-governSuzette Won, CB95, reports that she telluride@cornell.edu,and we'll share
ment complement the liberal arts curricuit in future issues of the Newsletter.
lum. Typical classes provide rigorous in- is reading Foucault's The History of
Sexuality.
"Everyone
reads
Foucault.
I
troduction to a problem or discipline in a
seminar setting. Studentsregularly trans- cOuldn't be left O u t of the rush..."
fer to highly competitive universities to
CBTA ELECTS OFFICERS
complete their undergraduate education. Gonda Van Steen, CBG96, is curSend applications-CV.
list of references. rently reading Nicolas Gage's Eleni.
-"The book is already several years old,
and brief course descriptions to: &on
Fischer, Chair of Faculty Search, Deep but re-reading it i s worth it for its The following have been elected
Springs College, via Dyer, Nevada 89010. current relevance towhat is happening Branch officers for the fall 1996 term:
Joe Arias, President; Suzette Won,
For further information, contact usby mail in former Yugoslavia."
Vice-President; Dolores Perera, third
or email (curcom@dpsprngs.ovro.caltech.
Adcom; and Boga Petruska, fourth
edu). Review of applications begins NoAdcom.
vember 15 and willcontinue untilall positions are filled.
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1997 Summer Programs Previewed
TRSS Committee and TASP Board report that plans for the 1997
Summer Programs are well under way. Here is apreviewfor what will
be the 5th year of TRSS and the 44rd year of TRSP.

TA SS

(INDIANA UNIVERSITY, BLOOMINGTON)

African-Americans in the Political System: A Historical and Political Analysis, Professors Akwasi Assensoh
andYvette Alex-Assensoh, Indiana University. Tutors: Jioha
Amatokwu, University of Illinois a t Chicago and Dolores
Perera, Cornell University.
This seminar wdl explore a wide range of important
political issues affecting African-Americans. Students will
learn about and discuss the United States political system,
looking a t current policy questions a s well a s historical
aspects of American politics a s they relate to African-Americans. The policy themes addressed by the seminar will
include (1) urban development, especially issues of racial and
socio-economic segregation; (2) the civil rights movement; (3)
inequalities in metropolitan educational resources and strategies; (4) municipal budgeting processes and their impact on
social welfare issues ; (5) urban rioting and civil unrest, and
(6) the NIMBY phenomenon in urban planning. The seminar
will include role-playing and computer simulations.

TASP
CORNELL I
Imagining Cities, Professors Neil Hertz, Johns Hopkins
University and Pierre Clavel, Cornell University. Factotum:
Laura Dixon, University of Chicago.
People love cities, people hate cities; and city politics
and planning mirror these loves and hates. We propose that
changesin the urban social, political, andcultural landscapes
come from how people represent cities-how they picture the
cities they live in, how they imagine they were in the past,
how they imagine they ought to be (or how they fear they
mieht
become) in the future. These re~resentations,
further"
more, affect and condition some of the most important policy
choices facing the nation. We wdl look a t representations
from poets and novelists and historians, architects and
planners, sociologists and anthropologists, developers and
makers of urban policy, a s well a s ordinary citizens with a
stake in where they live. Our seminar will dwell on the
different ways people imagine cities, and ask how these
representations affect their attempts to make cities more
just, liveable spaces.
CORNELL I1
Varieties of American Dissent, 1670-1990, Professors
Nick Salvatore and Daniel Usner, Cornell University. Factotum: Ani Mukhe rji, Cornell University.
The idea of dissent in American society can raise
various images in our contemporary culture. For some it
evokes the Civil Rights movement; for others, striking work6 - T e l l u r i d e
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ers demanding union recognition and fair conditions; to still
others the concept brings to mind the student radicals of a
generation ago. How might the development of a specific
historical dimension help us understand better the role of
dissent in shaping American society? When placed against
the span of American history from colonial times to the
present, how has dissent changed and what has remained
constant.. .and why? This course will examine the centrality
of dissent in the formation of American social and political life
across six eras of national experience: 1670-1700; 1740-1790;
1830-1860; 1890-1910; 1920-1940; and 1960-1990. Important
connections and comparisons can be observed when a variety
of dissenting voices, usually treated separately, are examined together.
KENYON
Hope Against Despair: The Crisis of Meaning in Contemporary Art, Literature, and Philosophy, Professors
Timothy Baker Shutt and J u a n de Pficuale, Kenyon College.
Factota: Martha Case, Cornelluniversity and Colin McNary,
University of Chicago.
For centuries in the West philosophy and religion,
together and apart, functioned a s sources for transcendental
meaning. But today many think, along with Nietzsche, that
"God is dead," that belief in a supreme being is rationally
untenable. And many philosophers, in agreement with
Wittgenstein, view the question, "Does life have any meaning?"~ naive. Western culture, therefore, appears to be in a
crisis: we need to give meaning to life, but our sources of
meaning seem to have dried up. In this course we will ask a
series of interconnected and urgent questions: what exactly
is the purported crisis of meaning that confonts us? What are
the factors that have given rise to this crisis? Is faith in God
(or in a transcendental domain of value and truth) no longer
possible? Can human life survive and flourish without faith
in God or belief in transcendental meaning? What are some
ofthe strategies for hope andrenewal that have been devised?
Are they viable?

AUTUMN PREFERMENT
COMMITTEE
Preferment Scholarships for
1997-98 awarded to:
TASS-1995
Danielle Williams
Cornell 1-1996
Timothy Crockett

TASS COMMITTEE NEWS
TASS Com met a t Telluride House in October and selected tutors for 1997's
TASS, African-Americans in the Political System: A Historical and Political
Analysis. The seminar will be co-taught by Professors Yvette Alex-Assensoh
and Akwasi Assensoh of Indiana University and tutored by Dolores Perera and
Jioha Amatokwu.
In the spring, the committee will meet to make final participant selections. Between now and then, there's plenty to do! We are looking for a few
good men and women to give informational presentations in high schools,
recruit and recommend potential applicants (siblings, younger friends, neighbors, etc.), read TASSlications, and interview finalists. We're especially
interested in hearing from those of you who have participated in TASS either
a s students or tutors, or who have previous interviewing experience. Of course,
even if you're just excited about the potential of TASS and aren't sure what you
can offer, we'd love to hear from you. Email jc251@is5.nyu.edu,or call (212)
253-0026.
Jessica Cattelino, SP91 CB92 TA93
1996-97 TASS Committee Chair

ST. JOHN'S (ANNAPOLIS)
Language and Literature, Tutors John Verdi and Irena
Datchev, St. John's College. Factota: Lydia Polgreen and
Christian Will Van Sant, St. John's College.
This seminar will discuss classical and modern texts in
language and linguistics, a s well a s mostly short works of
great literature. We shall attempt to undertand how a study
of language can be conducted a t all, and what some thinkers
of the western tradition have had to say about the nature of
language. Reading will include Plato, Aristotle, Augustine,
Descartes, Locke, Heidegger, Wittgenstein, andFoucault; as
well a s works by Jane Austen, Shakespeare, and some more
recent authors. We hope t h a t a s the summer progresses we
shall all become increasingly aware of our conscious and
unconscious beliefs and ~ r e j u d i c e sabout language and of
their influence on us a s readers and thinkers.
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Sana
u l Hansen
uKrasikov
Michael Tan
Cornell 11-1996
Ingrid Bauer
Sarah Hulsey
Sarah Lightdale
Christopher Park
Reihan Salam
Paulson Tuffet
K e n yon-1 996
Greta Gao
Benjamin Lytal
Elizabeth Tulis

St. John's-1996
Brian Lucero
Catherine Osborne
Andrew Rabkin
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ALUMNI NOTES

nounce the birth of their son, Castle Lee
Gay, in Seattle, on July 10, 1996. At
CHARLES LEM, PB48 CB50, and J a n e t roughly the same time, Robert finished
Kottke Lem celebrated their marriage work with a design team on the 10-Year
a t their new home in Madison, WI on Master Plan for Deep Springs College
and, following the TDS approval July
August 25, 1996.
13, is starting architectural work, with
JACOB SHEINKMAN, CB48 TA49, Peter O'Connor, on the New Student
was in Ithaca this September to attend Residence for Deep Springs. He is also
functions held in honor of the establish- completing drawings for a round strawment of the Jack Sheinkman Chair of bale house in Idaho.
Collective Bargaining a t Cornell's School
MARTIN PEARLMAN, SP62 CB63
of Industrial and Labor Relations.
TA67, is working on a series of recordings with his orchestra and chorus,
Boston Baroque, on the Telarc label.
S T E P H E N BIRDLEBOUGH, DS53 Their most recent CD, Mozart's ReCB55, was appointed chief counsel of quiem i n a new completion, h a s been
the California State Assembly's Judiciary Committee by GOP Chairman
BillMorrow followingthe Republican
takeover of the Assembly last fall.
The LA Daily Journal reports t h a t
Birdlebough "earned a reputation a s
an intelligent, no-nonsense lobbyist
who researched a n d knew his issues
well." Birdlebough, a 1960 graduate
of Stanford Law School, worked for
the Judicial Council from 1974-94.
Since then he worked for the Sacramento Mediation Center and a s a
legislative advocate for the Friends
Committee on Legislation. Regarding his most recent post Birdlebough
comments, "so far, the job h a s proved
fast-paced and enjoyable."
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selling extremely well worldwide. The
Brandenburg Concertos h a s just been
re-released a s a boxed set, andpurcell's
Dido & Aeneas is due out in November.
He made a Kennedy Center debut last
year, conducting the Washington Opera
in twelve performances of Handel's
Semek, and recently toured in the Midwest conducting Boston Baroque with
the Mark Morris Dance Company.
PATRICIA BUCKLEY EBREY, SP64,
writes "I have been teaching a t the
University of Illinois since 1973. My
field is Chinese history of the Song
Dynasty (960-1276), and my most recent book is The Cambridge Illustrated
History of China (1996)."

WILLARD RILEY, SP66, received a BA
from Dartmouth in 1971; From 1971 to
1981 he learned to build pipe organs
and harpsichords through informal apprenticeships and jobs in the United
States, France, Germany, and Quebec.
Since then he h a s been "self-employed,
gradually becoming more entrepreneuri d and less of a mere artisan." He
married Donna Bastien in 1970; had
two children, Patrick in 1975 and Rose
in 1979. He divorced in 1986. He is now
married to Toni Smith (1995), a fellow
expatriate.

ARNOLD HENDERSON, SP55 CB56
TA58 BB64, writes, "I've been taking
my interest in the environment to
younger audiences by editing the
eight-volume Grolier Library of En-

vironmental Concepts and Issues,
meant for middle schoollibraries. It's
been a hopeful project for me. My own
middle school surely taught nothing
of the "environment," but coming generations ofTelluriders' kids may grow
up both knowing and caring."

ROBERT GAY, DS60 BB63 TA64,
and Monique Mynlieff happily an8 - T e l l u r i d e
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BARBARA BURKE HUBBARD, SP64,
writes: "In J u n e 1996 I traveled from
Marseille to Paris to receive the Pris
d'Alembert from the French Mathematical Society for my book, Ondes et
ondekttes, a nice ending to a project
that began more than three years ago,
when the youngest of our four children
was old enough so t h a t I could get to
work seriously. The prize is awarded to
works that communicate mathematics
to a broader public. I wrote the book
first in French; the Englishversion, The
World According to Wavelets,was published by AK Peters Ltd. The edge of
Marseille where we lived was spectacularly beautiful, craggy hills and sea, but
the city lived up to its reputation for
theft: a wallet, new racingbike, car and
canoe were all stolen. The new French
policy aimed a t making life difficult for
foreigners means t h a t although my
husband was invited to teach for a year,
after 11 months we still lacked legal
papers and therefore medical insurance." She returned to Ithaca in August
(214 University Avenue) and would be
glad to see old friends from Telluride.

Photos: (left) "Deep Springs in Winter" circa 1932, from the collection of Earl
Ohlinger; (right) view of Uris Library and Clock Tower, Cornell University,
1996.
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RICHARD KREMER, SP70, Associate
Professor of History a t Dartmouth College, recently published a study of 15th
century astronomy in the Journal for
the History of Astronomy (August 96),
showingthat certain mathematical techniques invented in Persia around 1250
and employed by Copernicus were also
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NUNNIANS TIE KNOTS
MIRIAM AUKERMAN, SP86 CB87
TA88, a n d CHARLES PAZDERNIK,
SP85 CB86 TA87, write t h a t they
"were married on May 25, 1996, in the
bride's home of Union Bridge, Maryland. Among the scads of Telluriders
present were TOM HAWKS, SP85
CB86 TA87, whose duties a s best man
far exceeded the prestige of his
humble office. Following the wedding,
[they] repaired to a three-day honeymoon on Kent Island in the Chesapeake Bay, an outing which had been
arranged on the sly by ELLEN
McGILL, SP84 CB85 TA88, and
DYNISHAL GROSS, SP89 CB90
'I'A93, with contributions from a
wonderful circle of friends in Nunn.
Meanwhile, after a peaceful and relatively mild summer a t home
in Brooklyn, Miriam h a s departed for a three-month stint in Russia a s
a consultant to the Moscow branch office of the Ford Foundation.
Among the amenities of her stay i s a large and comfortably furnished
apartment not far from the Kremlin, which would amply accommodate
any Telluridean visitors who happened her way. She can be reached
pseudonymously via email a s ASTEWART-HILL@fordfound.org."

DANIEL DULITZ,
SP87 CB88 TA89,
and ALICE
SHEPPARD, CB91
TA92, were married
on J u n e 1,1996 at
S t . Matthew's
Episcopal Church in
Austin, Texas.
Among the guests were Telluride friends
NORWOO~ANDREWS(best man) SP86
CB87 TA88; SHARON TREGASKIS, CB94 TA96; JESSICA
CATTELINO, SP91 CB92 TA93, and NOAH ZATZ, SP89 CB90 TA92,
(m. 1995); and DIANE THOMPSON, SP84 CB85 TA88, and KEVIN
McCARTHY, SP81 CB82 TA84 (m. 1990). Following a wedding brunch
a t the Laguna Gloria Art Museum, the couple departed via canoe for a
honeymoon of camping in the southwest.
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known in the Latin West nearly a century earlier. Kremer and his co-author,
Jerzy Dobrycki of Warsaw, speculate
that the Arabic mathematics may have
made its way to Latin Europe via translations by Jewish scholars in Italy.
T.K. CHANG, SP72, has moved to Hong
Kong with his wife and two daughters.
He can be reachedat Kaye, Scholar Law
Firm, 9 Queen's Road Central, Hong
Kong or tchang@ksfhh.com.
In his editorial "The Schools Need $7
Billion: Why a property tax increase i s
a good investment" (New York Times,
Sunday, September 15,1996), HAROLD
0 . LEVY, CB74 TA75, argues that a
large infusion of capital from increased
city property taxes, a state bond issue,
and federal aid is needed to pay for the
extensive repairs and construction
needed by dilapidated and overcrowded
New York City schools. Levy has chaired
a commission on school maintenance
for the New York City public school
system for the past two years, and is
vice president and counsel of Salomon
Brothers.
LOUISA VINTON, SP76 CB77 TA81,
gave birth to Daniel Freeman Vinton,
October 7th, in Vienna. Mother and
child are reportedly doing fine.
DAVID B. GLAZER, SP77, andhiswife,
Robin, are pleased to announce the birth
of a baby girl, Rebecca Rose Glazer on
June 5, 1996. David and Robin are still
practicing environmental law in San
Francisco-she with the Department of
the Interior, and he with the Justice
Department.

DIANE THOMPSON, SP84 CB85TA88,
and KEVIN McCARTHY, SP81 CB82
TA84, announce the birth oftheir daughter, Amelia Grace, on August 24, 1996.
Diane reports that all are doing well,
although Kevin occasionally wanders
around the house loolung for the novel
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he had time to write before she was
born.

from other '87 TASPers. Her email
address is marrin@media.mit.edu.

EDWARD (Ted) SHELTON, DS84
UC86, writes that he has married Ms.
Tamara Phibbs of Orange Country, CA
(now Tamara Shelton), celebrated his
30th birthday, and moved to Redwood
City, CA to accept a position a s Executive Producer of the Internet information service division of CMP Media, Inc.
Well wishers may write him a t his new
home: 2750 Hastings Avenue, Redwood
City, CA 94061 or tshelton@radiomail.
net (ascii only please).

VIRGINIA SCHATTMAN, SP87 CB88
TA90, sends greetings from Virginia,
and reports that she misses Ithaca, Cornell, and the House more than she ever
thought possible. She iscurrently teaching Spanish a t the University of Virginia medical school.

Taking t h e reins from CLAUDIA
AMANDA PECOR, S P 8 5 , TOM
HAWKS, SP85 CB86 TA87, recently
began his tenure a s Managing Editor of
the Western Humanities Review, an
academic andliteraryjournal published
by the University of Utah. The magazine, edited by BARRY WELLER, SP62
CB63 TA64 SPF82, wdl soon celebrate
its 50th anniversary by publishing a
special commemorative double issue.
To request sample copies or to submit
work for consideration, write to Tom
Hawks a t 3500 LNCO, University of
Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah 84112.
ADAM LISBERG, SP87, has "given up
the grit and crime of Chicago for the
green mountains of Vermont," where
h e covers t h e statehouse for t h e
Burlington Free Press. He like to hear
from fellow Chicago '87 TASPers. He
can be reached at: 61 Elmwood Avenue,
#C, Burlington, VT 05401 or
lisberg@together.net.
TERESA MARRIN, SP87, recently finished her masters' degree a t the Media
Lab a t MIT, where she developed the
"Digital Baton," a conducting-like device for computer music. She writes,
"I'll be taking i t on the road as part of
the Brain Opera, a mgital interactive
opera, which will premiere a t Lincoln
Center in July. Then to Tokyo, Berlin,
London, Linz, and Singapore, on something of a world tour ." She'd like to hear

A r t i s t a n d w e b m a s t e r , KRISTEN
ANKIEWICZ, SP88, recently had her
first gallery show of paintings. Her
work can be s e e n a t h t t p : / /
www .ankiewicz.com
After eight years, two degrees, and several semestersofteachingcreative writing, C.A. CARLSON, SP88 CB89 TA90,
has finally gotten her fill of Cornell. She
will be leaving Ithaca next summer in
search of employment in Europe in the
fields of publishing or education, and
she would be grateful for messages and
advice from T-riders who have made the
jump across the pond. Her email address is cac@cornell.edu.
DEREK JACKSON, SP88, is currently
in law school and would welcome information regarding employment for the
summer of 1997. He can be reached at:
82 Irving Place, New Rochelle, NY 10801,
(914) 636-3186.
ANNETTE MULLER-SCHWARZE,
SP89, has moved to Boston to begin
medical school a t Tufts University. She'd
love to hear from fellow 1989 Deep
Springs TASPers, especially those in
Boston. Her new address is: 1 South
Point Drive, Apt.608, Boston, MA02125;
or she can be reached through email at
amullers@opal.tufts. edu.
LIVIA SANTIAGO-ROSADO, SP89,
writes "I am about to begin my second
year a t Columbia Medical School and
have been having a great time. I'm the
president ofthe class of 1999, have done
some acting, and am experiencing NYC
to the fullest, all while keeping busy
with my studies. This past summer, I
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traveled to Peru and Puerto Rico and
enjoyed myself immensely. It would be
great to hear from other '89 Cornell
TASPers!"

Louise Marsh and MARTYN ATKINS,
CB90 TA91, have announced their engagement to be married. Martyn was
the Lincoln Scholar from 1990-92 a n d i s
currently completing his doctoral work
in History a t Oxford.
JESSICA BLOOM, SP90, graduated
from Amherst College in May 1995with
a BAin neuroscience and spent the last
year working a s a Health Care Analyst
at Cambridge Health Economics Group
in Burlington, MA. After spending the
summer traveling all over the U.S.,
Jessica started medical school a t the
University of Pennsylvania this fall.
KELLY DARE, SP90, was recently promoted to Assistant Team Leader of the
grocery department a t Whole Foods Market. This winter she will be applying for
graduate programs in ecology or environmental sciences. Her new address
is: 1901 Moser, Apt. 103, Dallas, TX
75206.

IN MEMORIAM
ISHAM RAILEY, DS22 TA24 CB25, passed away on June 26, 1995 in
Los Gatos, California. Mr. Railey was born on May 7, 1905 in
Frankfort, Kentucky. His family moved to Berkeley, CA when he was
six months old and later settled in Los Altos, where his father bought
an apricot orchard.
Railey attended both Deep Springs College and Cornell University, where he graduated in 1927. Before beginning graduate work a t
Stanford, he returned to Deep Springs to teach physics for two years.
In 1930, he married Marie Louise Ehrhorn, whom he had known
since his high school days. A dissertation away from a doctorate, a
scarcity of positions for physicists prompted Mr. Railey to take a U.S.
civil service examination in 1934. This led to a 32-year career with
what i s now known a s the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
of the Internal Revenue Service.
During his tenure, Railey helped to draft regulations and devise
the tax structure regarding alcohol, and was well-known and respected by the vintners, brewers, and distillers in northern California. In 1969, he was awarded the annual Merit Award by the American Society of Enologists "for his unrelenting encouragement and
cooperation in the technical development in the wine industry during
his years as a U.S. government officer."
He is survived by his wife, Marie Louise Railey of Los Gatos, CA;
a son, Robert, of Marquette, MI; a sister, Ida Railey Dickinson of
Hockessin, DE; and four step-children.

LAURENCE ALLAIN, CB92 TA93, completed her doctorate in labor economics
at Cornell's School of Industrial and
Labor Relations late last summer. She
was the Perkins Scholarship recipient
during her years a s a Telluride House
resident. Laurence returnedtoher homeland this past August and will take up
a new post in the French civil service in
Paris this fall. In her spare time, she
serves ascountry music'sunofficial good
will ambassador to France.
ANNIE FRAZER, SP95, is planning a
reunion for 1995 Cornell TASPers to be
held during Thanksgivingweekend. She
also memorialized her TASP by purchasing an engraved brick in Atlanta's
Centennial Olympic Park which reads
"Cornell TASP Summer 1995."
-
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The "Cornell House9'inTelluride, Colorado, courtesy of its new
owners. This was built by L.L. Nunn around 1891 as a dormitory for
his 'binheads." Anyone with more information is encouraged to
contact the TA Office.
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